
Fares Of Australian Air Travel Falls As Seat
Availability Increases

However, as the world resumes pre-covid conditions, the lingering effect of Covid-19 has worn off. 

BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA, April 19, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Due to COVID-19, seat

availability was reduced, and airfare prices increased worldwide. However, as the world resumes

pre-covid conditions, the lingering effect of Covid-19 has worn off. As a result, Australian air

travel prices have decreased. Travel agents in Brisbane suggest that people can leverage this

price drop and book their flights at a lower rate.

According to data provided by Flight Centre, the availability of seats has increased flights, causing

travel prices to drop. Earlier in covid, the seating in the aeroplane and other transportation

means could not be fully utilised. However, as covid has significantly decreased, things have

resumed normal. Thus, flights now have 100% seating capacity and can be fully utilised. The

price of Australian air travel has decreased by 25%. 

As per the Managing Director of the Flight Centre Corporation, the competition has also

increased in the market, which is why different airlines have reduced their fares. The

international capacity of Australian air travel has increased from 95% to 98%, while that of

domestic capacity has escalated from 98% to 100%. 

As the major carriers have announced new routes to Australia, the airfares will remain decreased

for some time now. These major carriers include Singapore Airlines, Delta and China Southern.

Also, in the first quarter of 2024, flights to Indonesia, which is Australia’s popular travel

destination, have come down to 21% from the previous year.

As per the best travel agency in Sydney, although the price of airfares has decreased, the cost of

living continues to impact the holiday plans of Australians. Due to this increase in living

expenses, Australians are planning to holiday within the country rather than travelling elsewhere

or cancelling their travel plans altogether.
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